Fall 2022

Notes From the Chief
Kweh, kweh, Citizens of the Wyandot of Anderdon Nation. The month of Festivities is
over and we can get back to the work of this Tribe. Yes, I said a “month” due to all the
planning and time that went into all of these events.
On Friday, August 5th we celebrated the Elder Honor Dinner once again. We named
Yvonne Wright and Susan Szachta as our honorees. These two ladies more than deserved
this honor since Yvonne has been our Election Officer for many years and does more work
at Green Corn than many. And everyone knows all the work that Susan puts into this
tribe, working as treasurer, fundraising officer etc. Each of these lovely ladies was gifted
with a shawl, one was purchased and the other was hand made by our Secretary Danielle
Lowler, who did a wonderful job.
On Saturday, an ambitious group gathered at Centennial Farms on Grosse Ile to begin the set-up for Green Corn Feast,.
The shelter had to be arranged for the ceremony, canopies had to be assembled, tables and chairs set up in the community
building, a lot of work. Fortunately many young hands helped us old folks. Special thanks to Bob Gronda, his clan and
Tommy Kurtz and many more, too many to name here, but you know who you are. Tizhamehn.
9 Women gathered at 1 pm for a Women’s Circle. I cannot tell you what they did or what they talked about since I was
not allowed in….Women Only!!! That was followed at 6 pm by the traditional euchre party. There were 5 tables of
players and there was a lot of whoops and hollers as players won or lost shuffling as tables were changed. Winners were
#1 Kirk Gronda, #2 Tom Warrow, and #3 Bob Gronda. Taking the booby prize for lowest score was …Faith
Gronda!!!We were all surprised since she is a really good player. Anyway, everyone had a great time.
Sunday, August 7th was the big day. Kǫmashskwema’a, out Traditional Naming Ceremony took place at 10:30am. 8
Citizens and their families gathered to receive Traditional Tribal Names. Wyandot names are difficult to find but
Catherine Tammaro researched them and the families selected from those names offered, names that reflected their
applicants personalities. It was a wonderful experience for everyone involved.
Fun and food followed with buffalo burgers, hamburgers, hot dogs, and salads enough to feed a small army! We then
shared a productive meeting with many announcements, especially the fact that we are in the final running for the ANA
Grant that would help us grow and work toward our Federal Acknowledgement. Much thanks to Danielle Lowler who
is our chairperson, while Susan Szachta, Linda Filipek, Lisa Letourneau-Freiberg, and myself made up the rest of the
committee.
Gordon Bennet V, one of our young citizens who went on the Journey Toward Understanding, presented a brief update
to all members present about his experiences. He has great passion for the Wyandot people and is excited to learn our
history.
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Your Tribal Council
Grand Chief — Roll Family
Ted Roll
GrandChief@yyandots.org
Second Chief — Warrow Family
Michael Odette
SecondChief@wyandots.org

The Seven Stars: the story of the Big
Dipper

Treasurer — Roll Family Rep.
Susan Szachta
Treasureer@wyandots.org.

From Huron Mythology Tales by Marcus Barbeau.

Seven young boys were playing and dancing together
in the shade of a large tree. After some time, one of
the boys became hungry and went to the house to ask
for something to eat but the old woman living there
would not give him any. She said, “Be off, and go on
playing with the other boys”. So he could do nothing
else but return to the tree where the children were
playing. A while later, another boy went to the house
to ask for some bread. The old woman was unwilling
to give him any either. Once more, she replied, “ Now
be off, and go on playing He returned to the tree
where they all resumed playing.

Secretary— Gronda Family Rep.
Danielle Lowler
Secretary@wyandots.org.
Citizenship — Pidgeon Family Rep.
Linda Filipek
LFilipek@wyandots.org.
Pidgeon Family -Rep.
Ashley Dalida

ADalida@wyandots.org.

Splitlog Family Rep.
Kris Marrs

KMarrs@yyandots.org.

Gronda Family
Rep.
Bob Gronda

bgronda@wyandots.org.

TU Warrow Family
Rep.
Jeff Warrow

Soon one of the boys fashioned a drum so they began
to sing and dance around the tree.
No sooner had they begun the dancing than their feet
began leaving the ground! They continued dancing
and singing and went higher ascending into the air.
Looking around, the old woman saw them dancing
high above the tree, while their leader continued to
beat the drum. The matron looked again. As they
were getting still higher, she ran to the tree with
something for them to eat. Too Late!!! They wouldn’t
hear her or listen to her now. Now she was willing to
give them food. She cried out asking them to come
and eat. But they wouldn’t even notice her far below
and continued their dancing while moving upward. In
the end, the old woman gave up and wept in despair.

iwarrow@wyandots.org.

Morrison Family Rep.
Amy Ortlieb
AOrtlieb@wyandots.org.
TU Warrow Family
Anne Whipple
If you have questions or are just looking for information
please feel free to contact your Family Representative at
any time. We are here to work for you and the good of
the Tribe. Each family can have two (2) reps on the
Council and the White Family has no representative at all
at this time. Also, the Morrison Family has only one as
does the Splitlogs, and the Lewis Warrow Clans. Consider
Becoming a steward for your family and your tribe. We
Meet monthly and since Covid-19 meetings have been
virtual instead of in person so distance is no issue.

The Seven Stars which nowadays we see in a cluster,
high above, are the very same boys who were dancing
together long ago. They were not given anything to eat
that is why they became the “Hutinatsija”, The
“cluster” that we see in the night sky. The Big Dipper!
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A Comparison: Native Values and NonIndian Values

Time is Unimportant: time is a very relative thing.
Things are done as needed. Often the family gets up as
the sun rises and retires soon after the sun sets. Indian
time means when everyone gets there. A community
meeting may be set for 1 PM but people actually may
begin an hour or two later. This bothers no one.

Time is Important: Time is of the utmost importance.
When a person says he will be somewhere at 10 PM, he
must be there at ten. If not, he is felt to be a person who
steals another man’s time. The non-native is quite often
in a rush. In these cultures it is felt that using time to its
fullest extent is good.

Today concept: Native people, for the most part, live
each day as it comes. Plans for tomorrow, often are left
until the future becomes the present.

Tomorrow Concept: non-natives are constantly looking
toward tomorrow. Such items as insurance, savings for
college, and so on suggest to what extent non-natives
hold this value.

Patience: To have patience and to wait is considered to
be good.

Action: The man admired is the man who is quick to
act. He gets things done and quickly moves on to his
next. To sit idly, and let his competition pass him by is
considered bad.

Shame: The Native groups often shame an individual
but once this is over, no guilt is felt by the person.

Guilt: After a non-native commits an act that is wrong,
he carries inside him the knowledge of having done
something wrong. This awful feeling may make him ill
mentally and physically.

Extended Family: Aunts are often considered mothers.
Uncles are called fathers; cousins are brothers and sisters
of the immediate family. Even clan members are
considered relatives. Native cultures consider many
more people to be relatives than non-native.

Family: the biological family is of the utmost
importance, and relationships are limited to this group.

Age: Respect is for the elders. It is felt that experience
brings knowledge, so the older one is the more
knowledgeable. No effort is made to conceal white hair
or signs of aging.

Youth: Thousands are spent yearly for hair dyes, makeup and other items to make people look younger. Even
whole towns have sprung up in the U.S. which advertise
youthful living for senior citizens.
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Few Material things: Members of the tribe are often
suspicious of people who collect many material
possessions. Some tribes, the Sioux for instance, even
hold celebrations and give most of their possessions to
others as “love-gifts”.

Many Material Things: Non-native cultures measure
wealth in terms of material things. Many such
possessions become status symbols and are considered
highly desirable.

Giving: The person respected in many native cultures is
the one who shares his wealth with others.

Saving: An individual with the quality of thrift is felt to
have acquired a value worth much.

Man Controls Nature: Constantly, the non-native culture
searches for new ways to control and master the
elements. Artificial lakes are made, natural waters are
controlled, electricity is generated and controlled. Such
accomplishments are looked upon with pride.

Man Lives in Balance with Nature: The earth is here to
enjoy and to take care of. If man accepts this world as it
is and lives with it as he should, here will be no sickness
or lack of food.

Annual Green Corn Celebration 2022

A Birds’ eye view of the citizenry gathered together on
Grosse Ile, MI on August 7th, 2022 for our annual Green
Corn Feast. The crowd was full of energy and fun
celebrating the 49th event, sharing ceremony followed by
food and a meeting to keep everyone updated on the
work of the Grand Chief and the Council
Representatives for our families. This also included
announcements of our entry with the Administration for
Native Americans, also known as ANA. Our application
for this grant could assist us in gathering all the data we
require for the future growth of the Tribe.

Yes, another year is under our belts. Many of our
citizens traveled across state lines to join in the
festivities and re-unite with family and friends.
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This celebration was not always called the Green Corn
Feast. Many years ago there was only the
Warrow/Gronda/Roll Family Reunion at the home of
Cliff Gronda. Sometime during the term of Steve
Gronda as Grand Chief, it was decided to invite all of the
citizens to the occasion so a new, larger venue had to be
found. Thus the Green Corn Feast was reborn (it was a
Wyandot celebration in years past). To accommodate
the large number of families who wished to attend the
change was made to Centennial Farms on Grosse Ile.

Sunday morning is the really important time. We
celebrate Kǫmashskwema’a, our traditional Naming
Ceremony. This year we had seven (7) tribal citizens
receive the name that the Creator will call when it is
time for them to Enter the Village of Souls. We also
gave an honor name to Ann Gronda for all that she does
for the Tribe.

As the crowds grow, so does the need for more hands to
make the work involved easier. Set-up is done on
Saturday, canopies set up, tents, tables moved, chairs
arranged. A Women's Circle takes place in the
afternoon so that history and tradition can be passed on
to the next generation. And, of Course, the very
Traditional Gronda Euchre Party in the evening. These
days it is not limited to the Gronda family but all
families may participate and share in the fun and rivalry.

Our newly named members are Anne Whipple –
Ayaté:raítǫh,
Michael
Letourneau
–
Huri:watuyęhtahšrihša, Lisa Letourneau-Freiberg –
Tsurahkǫkyǫh, Makenzie Lowler, Yandawižuh, Ann
Gronda -Teyawita, Kirk Gronda – Hakę’se, Arlene
Weaver- Kéndĕ’a, Andrew Gronda – Tutetę:rǫdih.

The newly named are joined by Grand Chief Ted Roll,
Marty Curtin-LeBenne, Linda Filipek, Michael Odette
and Catherine Tammaro who all participated in the
naming ceremony.
Tommy Kurtz and Bob Gronda manning the grill
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Anciently, formal adoptions could be made at no other
time. The name was bestowed by the clan chief. He
was a civil officer of both clan and the tribe.

Wyandot Names
By: William E. Connelly

At the appointed time in the ceremonies of the Green
Corn Feast each clan chief took an assigned position,
which in ancient times was the Order of Precedence and
Encampment, and parents having children to be named
filed before him, in the order of the ages of the children
names.

All Wyandot proper names had their foundation in the
clan system. They were clan names. The unit of the
Wyandot social and political systems was not the family
nor the individual, but the clan.
The child belonged to its clan first, to its parents
afterwards. Each clan had its list of proper names, and
this list was its exclusive property, which no other clan
could appropriate or use. They were necessarily clan
names.

The councilwomen stood by the clan chief and
announced to him the name of each child presented, for
all clan proper names were made by the council-women.
This he could do by simply announcing the name to the
parents, or by taking the child in his arms and addressing
it by the name selected for it.

The customs and usages governing the formation of clan
proper names demanded that they be derived from some
part, habit, action or peculiarity of the animal from
which the clan was supposed to be descended. Or they
might be derived from some property, law, or peculiarity
of the element is which such animal lived.

The adoption of a stranger was into some family by
consent, or at the instance of the principal woman of the
family. It was not necessary that the adoption be made
at the Green Corn Feast. The adoption was not
considered complete, however, until it was ratified by
the clan chief at the Green Corn Feast.

Thus a proper name was always a distinctive badge of
the clan bestowing it.

This ratification might be accomplished in the simple
ceremony of being presented at this time to the clan
cheif by one of the Elders.

When death left unused any original clan proper name,
the next child born into the clan, if of the sex to which
the vacant name belonged, had such vacated name
bestowed upon it.

His clan name was bestowed upon him, and he was
welcomed in a few well-chosen words, and the
ceremony was complete. Or the adoption might be
performed with as much display, ceremony and pomp as
the tribal council might, from any cause, decree.

If no child was born, and a stranger was adopted, this
name was given to such adopted person. This was the
unchangeable law, and there was but one proviso or
exception to it. When a child was born under some
extraordinary circumstances, or peculiarity, or with some
distinguishing mark, or a stranger adopted with these,
the councilwomen of the clan informed themselves of all
the facts and devised a name in which all these facts
were imbedded.

The tribal council controlled in some degree the matter
of adoptions. In ancient times, when many prisoners of
war were brought in it determined how many should be
tortured and how many adopted.
Lalemant says the original and true name of the
Wyandots is Ouendat

This name was made to conform to the ancient law
governing clan proper names if possible, but often this
could not be done.

In history the Wyandots have been spoken of by the
following names:

These special names died with their owners and were
never perpetuated.

1) Tionnontates
2) Etionontates
3) Tuinontatek

The parents were not permitted to name the child; the
clan bestowed the name. Names were given but once a
year, and always at the ancient anniversary of the Green
Corn Feast.

4) Dionondadies
5) Khionontaterrhonons
6) Petuneux or Nation du Petun
(Tobacco)

They call themselves:
When’-duht, or When’-dooht
They never accepted the name Huron, which is of
French origin.
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Judith Bargeon

The Wyandots have been always considered the remnant
of the Hurons. That they were related to the people
called Huron by the French, there is no doubt.

August 14, 2022

Judith served in the United States Air Force during
World War II. Her tribal name, Ondehsranyeton,
meaning she traveled all over the country was
appropriate.

Both myth and tradition of the Wyandots say they were
“created” in the region between St. James Bay and the
coast of Labrador. All their traditions describe their
ancient home as north of the mouth of the St. Lawrence.

Herbert Herbie Nichols August 28, 2022
Herbie was a step-dad to Treasurer Susan Szachta
and her sisters and brother. He was a loving, caring
member of their family for many years.

In their traditions of their migrations southward they say
they came to the island where Montreal now stands.
They took possession of the country along the north
bank of the St. Lawrence from Ottawa River to a large
lake and river far below Quebec.

Sending smoke to the Creator for our loved ones who
have walked on to the Village of Souls.

Calling All Wyandots
By : Molly Collier

What is that unfamiliar number coming in on your
phone??????
It could be your Wyandot cousin calling. It could even
be your Family Representative. We are calling all
members to update your demographic information-street
address, email, phone number. And while we are at it,
we will be happy to hear about any new family members
– kids or grandkids – that we might not know about. We
can answer your questions about the tribe’s activities for
the future, membership fees, etc. We are looking
forward to speaking with you, so please answer your
phone!!!

Thank You To Our Veterans
We would like to give a big Thank You, Tizhamehn to all
our First Responders, Medical Professionals, and Activeduty Service Men and Women, also all the K9’s that
work in these fields.

Comings and Goings

We honor you for your service.

We are happy to welcome new
tribal citizen, Violet Ellery
Schreiber, born July 24, 2022
in Natick, MA. Daughter of
Catherine Collier Schreiber,
Granddaughter of Molly
Collier. Violet has two (2) big
brothers at home .

Ron Lezotte

Chad Walny

Ryan Lowler

Tom Walny

Clyde Pidgeon

Kris Marrs

Michael Odette
If you have a Veteran or Active-duty Service Member
you would like us to acknowledge please send their
name to LFilipek@wyandots.org.
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ANA Grant News

Linda Filipek
586-344-1351
LFilipek@wyandots.org.

As all of you are aware, we have applied to the
Administration for Native Americans – ANA- to assist us
in the gathering of our needed documents, as well as
creating an archive for all future generations. This
grant, if we receive it, will also allow us to create classes
in Language, Traditional Craft, History etc. These
classes will be, not only for all of us to learn but will
enable us to continue teaching up-coming generations
the true Wyandot story.

Lisa Letourneau Freiberg lrletour718@gmail.com or
lisaletourneaufreiberg@gmail.com

Wyandot Words
We did a wee bit of counting an issue or two ago, lets
continue: spaces are left in for pronunciation
assistance.

We will be looking to hire several people and are going
to offer these jobs to Tribal Citizens before placing them
out in the public sector.
The jobs are :
Project Direct, this is a full-time position with a salary
of $60,000.00 in the first year.

Scot a scar'reh

eleven

Ten dee' ta scar' reh

twelve

Shenk e scar reh

thirteen

En dahk e scar reh

fourteen

Wish e scar reh

fifteen

Wah e scar reh

sixteen

Too tah reh scar reh

seventeen

Ah the reh scar reh

eighteen

En tro scar reh

nineteen

Ten dee tah wah she

twenty

Job descriptions are available. Please contact any
member of the ANA Grant Committee for a copy of
each job you may be interested in.

Ten dee tah wah seh scot

twenty-one

Sh enk e wah she

thirty

Chief Ted Roll
734-652-3756 or
ChiefRoll@wyandots.org

En enk e wah seh

forty

Wish ah wah she

fifty

Wah sha wah she

sixty

Too tah reh wah she

seventy

Family History Specialist, this is a part time position with
a salary of $16,500.00 in the first year.
Collections Specialist, this is a full- time position with a
salary of $36,960.00 in the first year.
Archive Specialist, this is a full-time position with a
salary of $36,960.00 in the first year.
Administrative Assistant, this is a part time position
with a salary of $16,560.00 for the first year
Accountant, this is a part time position with a salary of
$24.000 for the first year.

Danielle Lowler
734-486-2307
secretary@wyandots.org
Susan Szachta
586-344-9359
treasurer@wyandots.org
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An Award Well Earned
The John D Dingell, Jr. Friend of the Refuge Award
Honor Roll, was increased by one member on Thursday
September 15th, 2022. That new member is our very
own Grand Chief Ted Roll!!!! This honor is based on his
ongoing dedication to Leadership and Conservation on
the Detroit River and western Lake Erie Basin.
Even before becoming Grand Chief in 2010 Chief Roll
spent countless hours working within the community
creating friendships, relationships and partnerships in
an effort to save and conserve our waterways.

Scott Bentley, Grand Chief Ted Roll, and Richard Micka

Chief Roll takes an active part in working with the
Detroit International Wildlife Refuge, the Great Lakes
Advisory Council, and many other groups throughout
the area, not only for water conservation but the land
also. As Grand Chief of the Wyandot of Anderdon
Nation, the chief oversees the care and protection of Six
Points, a pie shaped site in Gibraltar Michigan that is
plagued with issues due to the rising waters in the area.
Controlling overflow is essential to the continued
development of the entire Detroit River and Lake Erie
Basin.
Congratulations Chief Roll and many Tizhamehn
for all that you do for our nation, and your work in the
protection and conservation of land and water.

Grand Chief Roll with the John D Dingell Jr. Friend
Of the Refuge Honor Roll Award
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October Raffle

Talented
Tribal Members

Fundraising is a part of our everyday lives and the
Wyandot of Anderdon Nation is no exception.

As you travel in Trenton along West Jefferson and King
Road, slow down and take a look at the overpass with

From October 1, 2022 to October 31, 2022 we will be
holding our 3 Digit Raffle based on the Michigan State 3
Digit evening drawing. A ticket still costs only $10.00
and gives the holder 93 chances to win their money
back with a little extra to spare.
There is no need to watch the drawing on tv every night
since several of us keep track of the numbers and check
them for any winners. A one-hundred-dollar check
could be coming to your mailbox but you must buy a
ticket to win!
Contact Chief Roll, Susan Szachta, Linda Filipek or your
Family Representative for tickets and information. Email
addresses are on page 2 and some phone numbers are
listed on page 8 for your convenience.
You have all heard the story of the fellow who kept
asking Creator to let him win the lottery and Creator
said he needed to buy a ticket!!!!!?????
the amazing artwork done to brighten the area.
Murals show the changes in the Trenton downriver area
over many years from a Native American paddling a
canoe down the river to a current day Kayaker.
Panels show a covered wagon and even an old steam
engine making its way along a well-traveled route, even
hikers and picnickers enjoying a lovely day.
Treetown Murals has done this awesome piece of
artwork, Matanic & Thiefels are the artists. Yes, that’s
our very own tribal citizens from Ann Arbor displaying
their talents
Tizhamehn for the wonderful work that you share with
this community.
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The Gathering 2022
I had the opportunity to spend some time with Chief
Billy Friend as well as Second Chief Norm Hildebrand
to discuss several tribal affairs and to bring them up to
speed on our status with the ANA Grant. The grant is
designed to gather our history correctly along with
documents from as many of our citizens as possible. It
is also designed to teach language, craft, and history to
our own citizens.

By: Chief Ted Roll

31 years ago Culture Week, celebrated by the
Wyandotte’s of Oklahoma changed its theme to The
Gathering. This gathering of tribal citizens is a time of
celebration, ceremony, and fun for everyone who
chooses to attend and this year was no exception.
I began my travels on Sunday, September 4, 2022 with
my wife Brenda. Because we were towing the trailer
from the River Raisin National Battlefield Park it took
two days to get to Oklahoma. Once there a crew was
waiting for us to arrive and unload our precious cargo of
the three canoes that are on display at the park. One of
those canoes was made by a group that included some of
our tribal citizens who traveled to the Grand Rapids area
to participate in the labor-intensive opportunity to learn
how our ancestors worked many years ago, providing
transportation between villages and tribes. The lessons
learned during that time gave us a great deal of respect
for those who came before us. Life was difficult but our
families thrived.

While in Oklahoma, I had a chance to speak with Kim
Garcia, Kris Houk, and Becky Wright about their
culture programs, teaching craft, language and even the
growing of traditional sacred herbs. They are a great
source of knowledge and are always willing to talk to me
and share that knowledge with the Wyandot of
Anderdon Nation.
Christen Lee is the environmentalist with the Wyandotte
of Oklahoma Nation. Our work on Six Points all has to
be approved by Christen before we apply any chemical
agent to the property in an effort to gain some control
over invasive species creeping in there. She is happy
with everything that we have done there and is more
than pleased that we will be working with the Lake Erie
Metro Park to continue improving the land. She will
continue to be involved in our activities.

The canoes were put on display for everyone to see and
enjoy. We were more than happy to share as much
knowledge as we could possibly impart.

All in All it was a great week in Oklahoma!

The National Park has already made several movies
showing the true story of the Battle of the River Raisin.
We were able to show four of the movies, Legacy of the
Battle of the River Raisin, Removal, Remember the
Raisin Battle Cry and Hulls Trace. These movies are
available for viewing by everyone at the Park in Monroe,
Michigan.
I sincerely hope that all of you will take the time to come
down and view them for yourselves
This year only four tribal citizens from the Wyandotte of
Oklahoma Nation asked to receive a traditional native
name. A small group but a group filled with love of
their nation and their history.
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Wyandot of Anderdon Survey
Please take a moment to reply to this survey as
soon as possible and return it to:
membership@wyandots.org or to Wyandot of
Anderdon Nation, P.O Box 68, Trenton, MI 4183.
1)

Are you interested in obtaining Federal
Acknowledgement?
yes____
no___

9)

Do you receive snail-mail newsletters and
information from the Tribe?
Yes_____
no_____

10)

Do you receive e-mail newsletters and
information from the Tribe?
Yes_______ no______

11)

What would you like to see as new activities
in the coming year?
Reply____________________________
_________________________________
_________________________________

2)

Do You have some time to volunteer to
assist in this effort?
Yes____
no____

3)

Can you assist with a clean-up at Six Points?
Yes_____
no_____

12)

4)

Are you interested in joining a Wyandot
Language class if offered?
Yes_____
no_____

Are you aware that the tribe has a private
Facebook page?
Yes_____
no_____

13)

Do you think fundraising is important for
the Tribe?
Yes_____
no_____

If the above is yes, have you joined us on
our page?
Yes_____
no_____

14)

Can you suggest other ways that we can
keep in touch?
Reply___________________________
________________________________
________________________________

15)

Have you attended a recent Council
Meeting?
Yes_____
no_____
Are you aware that Council Meetings are
virtual ?
Yes_____
no_____

5)

6)

Will you contribute to the Tribe by buying
raffle tickets if offered?
Yes_____
no_____

7)

Are you keeping current on your citizenship
fees every year? (20.00 a year)
Yes_____
no_____

8)

16)

How are you receiving news and
information from the Wyandot of Anderdon
Nation?
Reply:_________________________
______________________________

17)
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Would you like to know how to join a
meeting?
Yes_____
no_____
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